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Many Factors influence a design for Carwash Water requirements.
Feed water, sewer, impact fees, chemicals used, discharge
requirements, and the list goes on! Some Carwashes may require
only some of these components, some might need all.
Only Con-Serv Mfg. can provide a complete solution.
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Ozone Injection
Biozone injection
Recirculation pump
Self Cleaning Backwash Filter
Ultra filtration System
Spot Free Feed water tank with Repressurization
Wash and Rinse water feed tank to carwash with Repressurization
Carbon Filter
Spot Free Rinse System
Spot free storage tank with repressurization
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Spot free Rinse Storage and re- pressurization – Once again configured similarly to the feed or wash tanks, the storage allows for spot free water to
be available to start the days washing activities. Properly sizing the tanks and spot free system insures spot free water ava
availability.

•Spot Free Rinse system. – The Spot Free Rinse system or Reverse Osmosis System is used to provide a final rinse with a mineral ffree water, the
source of spotting on cars as the car dries. In the case of the diagram attached, a conservative approach to a design can be established because the
reject water is being introduced back into the carwash. The reject water can also be used for chemical mixing facility wash d
down or even irrigation
for the site.

•Carbon filter – No matter what equipment is installed in the carwash the truth is fresh water supply is always required due to eevaporation and carry
off of the water in the process. The amount of a fresh water supply is dependent on the car wash equipment. Typical estimates are about 6 gallons
per car. The carbon filter is used as a post UF polishing filter or to eliminate chlorine from city water supply. If the site has a well for fresh water
make up or if the city water has a high hardness content a water softener or antiscalant injection might be required to protect the spot free rinse
membranes.

•Rinse quality water storage tank and re-pressurization. – Set up similar to the spot free rinse system feed tank it is utilize ffor cleaner water supply to
the carwash. It is important to note at this time that depending on the car wash and water conditions, blending of water from various processes in
the water treatment path can be blended to increase efficiency. In the case of the attached process flow diagram, the reject water from the spot free
rinse system, reject water from the UF system and the backwash from the carbon filter can be blended and re
re-used for the wash. This allows for a
closed loop system eliminating the need for discharge to sewer.

•Spot free rinse feed storage tanks with re-pressurization system.- utilizing Ultra – filtration allows for feed water to a Spot Free Rinse System. The
water from the UF system is commonly used in many applications for pretreatment to Reverse Osmosis. The tank includes high an
and low level float
controls to control the input and output to the tank.

•Ultra-Filtration – Ultra- filtration is relatively new to the vehicle washing industry. This system is ideal for low flow sites where a nominal amount of
water needs to be recovered daily, or to help close the loop in larger applications. The new technology will provide good, cl
clear pre-rinse or clean,
high-quality
quality wash water. The water produced is equivalent to the pore size of .02microns. Some carwash sites may use the benefit
benefits of both the self
cleaning filters and ultra- filtration modules. Other sites might need just the self - cleaning filter system, and some might utilize only the ultra –
filtration system. Capital cost, type of carwash, size of equipment room, and other factors will determine the best option fo
for each wash.

• Mechanical Filtration – After the settling and pretreatment process from the pit a mechanical filtration process is utilized to reduce the residual
sediment down to a manageable size to prevent damage to the car, or carwash equipment. By preventing particles larger than 25 microns into the
process, issues like clogged nozzles are prevented. Self
Cleaning filter technology is ideal for bus
busy or unattended locations, or for those
who want less maintenance and better results from their recovery system. Using a 25 micron absolute stainless steel filter en
ensures that removal of
all particles larger than a single white blood cell will be removed from the reclaim stream. Since the filter cleans itself, there is no need for expensive
downtime to change filters.

•Recirculation – The re-circulation
circulation of the water in the pits during slow days or during periods the carwash is closed minimizes o
odor and other
problems associated with the contaminants as the system idles. These systems can be set up to run intermittently or continuou
continuously depending on
need.

•Biological treatment. - Bacteria are the universe’s little housekeepers. The primary design of bacteria is to degrade various ty
types of organic matter
in a multiplicity of environments. It is estimated that less than 5 percent of all forms of bacteria are pathogens (disease
(disease-causing) and that the other
95 percent are beneficial organisms just trying to make a living degrading whatever it is that they degrade best. For our pur
purposes, we will be
discussing environmental bacterial applications that target waste components most readily found in commercial and industrial vehicle wash water.
The microbiology of a wash system is simple. Dirty water has bacterial loads that come with the territory. Everyone knows tha
that. Folks also know that
certain bacteria are the cause of hydrogen sulfide odor; that’s why ozone is a popular alternative. The critical component he
here is that indigenous
bacteria (that’s bacteria that end up in a wash-water
water stream by default coming in with the dirt) is a hodgepodge of various type
types of colonies that
almost always fail to provide any significant advantage. In fact, the result of the incomplete degradation of petroleum, dirt
dirt, surfactants, and other
water contaminates is what causes the hydrogen sulfide odor in the first place. That’s why operators use ozone to kill bacter
bacteria and get rid of the
hydrogen sulfide odor. But as most operators know, killing all bacteria in a wash system isn’t such a good idea either, becau
because there’s no biological
activity going on and therefore no cleaning of the water. A properly designed pit treatment system therefore utilizes both te
technologies to provide an
optimum solution to pit performance and maintenance.

•Ozone - Ozone has been successfully used in the carwash Industry for several years. Its outstanding color and odor removal chara
characteristics offered
solutions for water with high concentrates of dyes and odors caused from hydrogen sulfide buildup. Incorporating ozone into rreclaim destroys all
bacteria cultures, both good and bad. In addition, ozone quickly separates emulsified oils, greases, and wax, which congeal aand float to the surface
of the holding tanks as organic sludge matter. The challenge now is to incorporate bacteria to degrade the organic matter wit
without the ozone killing
the beneficial organisms There are different types of Ozone systems on the market. Ozone generators can be fed with ambiant air or with an oxygen
generator. The difference is that with an oxygen concentrator the ozone is far more concentrated, therefore enhancing the per
performance of the
ozone.
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